Name: ______________________________

Character List

BUNNICULA

Write a description of each character.

Harold - _____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Chester - _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Pete - _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Toby - _______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Mr. Monroe - _______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Mrs. Monroe - _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Bunnicula - _______________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Character List

Write a few words to describe each character.

Harold - a loving dog; narrator of the story; loves snacks, especially chocolate cupcakes

Chester - a cat; likes to read; paranoid; thinks Bunnicula is a threat to the family

Pete - the Monroe's oldest son

Toby - the Monroe's youngest son; likes to read; eats snacks with Harold in bedroom; Harold sleeps in his room

Mr. Monroe - father of Pete and Toby; college English professor; came up with the name Bunnicula

Mrs. Monroe - mother of Peter and Toby

Bunnicula - vampire bunny; has fangs; mostly white with a black v on his head and a black patch on his back that looks like a cape; sleeps during the day; sucks juice from vegetables and turns them white